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ABSTRACT: Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) play a
significant role in analyzing the genetic basis of complex human
diseases. Deleterious SNPs cause changes in the amino acid residues
and therefore, are important factors in contributing structural and
functional diversity of the encoded protein. The specific functions of
BCL11B gene have not been determined yet, but the encoded
protein is known to be a key regulator of both differentiation and
survival of T-lymphocytes with potential impact on T-ALL (T-cell
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia). In this study, a sequence and
structure-based computational analysis was used to sort out
deleterious SNPs of BCL11B gene to understand its function and
possible involvement in carcinomas and other diseases. The analysis
identified 3 deleterious mutations (P697L, R620C, T243M) in the
coding region of BCL11B gene. However, to establish their role in
the pathogenesis of disease, further studies should be done on the
deleterious mutations of BCL11B gene.
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INTRODUCTION
BCL11 (B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 11) gene family
constitutes a superfamily of C2H2 zinc-finger
transcription factors which are involved in
hematopoietic malignancies and lymphopoiesis 1,2,3.
BCL11A and BCL11B are the members of BCL11
gene family and located on chromosome 14q32.3 and
14q32.1
respectively1.Chromosomal aberrations
of BCL11A at 2p16.1 have been reported in a variety
of B-cell malignancies and its deficiency in mice leads
to a profound block in B-cell development3. BCL11A
may be involved in lymphoid malignancies through
either chromosomal translocation or amplification.

BCL11A is highly homologous to BCL11B gene (67%
identical at the nucleotide level and 61% identical
overall at the protein level). BCL11B, like BCL11A,
contain 6 C2H2 zinc fingers and proline rich and
acidic regions with 95% identity in the zinc finger
domains and is remarkable for having a large 59 CpG
island. Similarly, it is also implicated to be involved in
human lymphoids and other cancers as BCL11A1. It is
a known regulator of early thymocyte development
and plays an important role in supporting the
commitment of thymic progenitors to the T cell
lineage. It is expressed in thymus, peripheral lymphoid
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organs including spleen and lymph nodes. It is also
expressed in peripheral blood lymphocytes, mature
naive and activated CD4 T lymphocytes, as well as in
the human CD4 T-cell line Jurkat. BCL11B
participates in the control of the interleukin-2 (IL2)
gene expression following activation through T-cell
receptor (TCR). Moreover, it associates with the p300
coactivator in CD4 T cells activated through TCR,
which may account for its transcriptional activation
function. CCR7 and CCR9 receptors play an important
role in directing the movement of progenitors in
mammals from the bone marrow to the thymus. By
modulating the expression of these receptors, BCL11B
crucially regulates the responsiveness of hematopoietic
stem cells to chemotactic signals4. BCL11 proteins act
as transcriptional repressor and the endogenous
BCL11B with the nucleosome remodeling and
histone deacetylase (NuRD) complex, is one of the
key transcriptional corepressor complexes in
mammalian cells5.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most
common type of genetic variation in human genome6.
They can act as biological markers helping scientists
locate genes that are associated with disease. Singlenucleotide polymorphisms may fall within coding
sequences of genes, non-coding regions of genes or in
the intergenic regions7,8. Synonymous SNPs do not
affect the protein sequence, while nonsynonymous
SNPs change the amino acid sequence of protein and
therefore, are important factors in contributing
structural and functional diversity of the encoded
protein9,10.
In terms of their disease causing potential, most of the
SNPs of BCL11B gene are still uncharacterized.
Recently, in silico approaches have been widely used
to identify the effect of deleterious SNPs in candidate
genes by utilizing information such as conservation of
residues, structural attributes and physiochemical
properties of peptides 11,12,13,14. The advantages of in
silico approaches over the lab based characterization
are their reliability, convenience, speed and lower cost
to find such variants that have the potential impact on
the structure and function of bcl11b protein15. So, the
aim of the present study is to explore the effect of
deleterious SNPs on the stability and function of the
BCL11B gene. For this study, a set of computational
algorithms has been employed to identify the
deleterious SNPs in the BCL11B gene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Retrieval of SNPs
Data on the human BCL11B gene and its protein
sequence (FASTA format) were collected from NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)
and
UniProtKB
(http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/). SNPs located in
BCL11B gene were retrieved from dbSNP database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/)16.
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Prediction of the effect of deleterious SNPs
To analyze the functional and structural consequences
of deleterious SNPs of BCL11B gene, SIFT, SNAP2,
PolyPhen-2, SNPs&GO, PhD-SNP and PANTHER
were used sequentially.
Deleterious SNPs carried out amino acid substitution
was first screened by SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from
Tolerant) server. SIFT (https://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg/)
uses sequence homology based method to speculate
the deleterious and tolerated SNPs so that the
phenotypic and functional changes upon protein
molecule due to amino acid substutions can be
analyzed. In our study, we submitted rsIDs retrieved
from dbSNP as a query to make prediction.
Deleterious SNPs prediction by SIFT server was
further used to find their effect on the structure and
function of BCL11B gene17.
PolyPhen-2
(Polymorphism
Phenotyping
v2)
(http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) was used to
search the possible effect of an amino acid substitution
on the structure and function of bcl11b protein. Protein
sequence, database ID/ accession number and details
of amino acids substitution are used as input options
for PolyPhen-218.
SNAP2
(Screening
for
Nonacceptable
Polymorphisms)
(https://www.rostlab.org/services/SNAP/)
predicts
functional effects of mutations. Taking a variety of
sequence and variant features into account, it
differentiates between effect and neutral variants.
FASTA format of protein sequences is used as input
option for SNAP219.
In
addition,
we
used
SNPs&GO
((http://snps.biofold.org/snps-and-go/snps-andgo.html), PhD-SNP (Predictor of human deleterious
single nucleotide polymorphisms) and PANTHER
(Protein
Analysis Through Evolutionary Relationships) tools to
screen the disease-related SNPs. The protein sequence
in FASTA format is the input option for SNPs&GO
server20. The server also provides the outcome for
PhD-SNP21 and PANTHER22 algorithms.
Conserved residues prediction by ConSurf
ConSurf (http://consurf.tau.ac.il/2016/) uses an
empirical Bayesian inference to analyze evolutionary
conservation of amino acid substitutions in protein
based on the phylogenetic relations between
homologous sequences. The FASTA sequence of
BCL11B protein is provided to ConSurf tool. Along
with the color scheme, it gives conservation score
(Score 9 means most conserved amino acid whereas 1
means variable amino acid)23.
Prediction of Protein stability change by IMutant2.0 and NetSurfP
I-Mutant2.0
(http://folding.biofold.org/i-mutant/imutant2.0.html) is a neural-network-based web server
for the automatic prediction of protein stability
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changes upon deleterious SNPs. I-Mutant2.0 can
classify the signs of the protein stability changes due
to a variation and it can predict the relative change in
Gibbs-free energy (ΔG) at a given temperature24.
NetSurfP (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetSurfP/)
server predicts the surface accessibility, secondary
structure, disorder, and phi/psi dihedral angles of
amino acids in an amino acid sequence. To speculate
the secondary structure, surface, and solvent
accessibility of amino acids, the FASTA sequence of
BCL11B protein was submitted to NetSurfP. The
prediction of this server states buried (low
accessibility), partially buried (moderate accessibility)
and exposed (high accessibility) region in protein
structure25.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To identify SNPs responsible for specific phenotypes
with molecular approaches seems to be expensive and
time-consuming26. Therefore, in silico approaches can
help in narrowing down the number of missense
mutations to be screened in genetic association studies
and for a better understanding of the functional and
structural aspects of the parent protein. Previous
studies using computational analysis helped in
predicting the functional nonsynonymous SNPs
associated with BCL11A gene27. So, in our study we
used different in silico tools to identify the deleterious
SNPs and their impact on BCL11B gene.
Retrieval of SNPs
All the SNPs of BCL11B gene (Gene ID: 64919) were
retrieved from dbSNP database. A total of 24625 SNPs
was found in human BCL11B gene out of which only
940 were reported in the exonic region. Among them
417 were coding synonymous. We selected rest of the
523 SNPs which are coding nonsynonymous, 3' splice
site, 5' splice site and frameshift variants for our
enquiry. Nonsynonymous SNPs change the amino acid
sequence of a protein which can contribute the
structural and functional diversity of the encoded
protin9,10. For gene functioning appropriate splicing is
crucial and its disruption may be strongly
deleterious. So, SNPs in splice site may distort the
actual functions of the protein28. And the frameshift
variants are recognized to play an important role in
some genetic diseases29.
Prediction of deleterious SNPs
Prediction of Phenotypic Impacts by SIFT
SIFT predicts whether an amino acid substitution
affects protein function so that the substitutions can be
prioritized for further study30. It speculates whether the
substitution is deleterious or tolerated. The SIFT
values less than 0.05 are deleterious, those greater than
or equal to 0.05 are tolerated17. 523 rsIDs were
submitted for SIFT input and it predicted 21
substitutions as tolerated and 6 as deleterious as shown
in (Table 1). These 27 substitutions were
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nonsynonymous SNP (nsSNP) and more specifically
missense mutation (obtained data from dbSNP
database). Remaining rsIDs were not found by SIFT
server.
Simulation of Functional Consequences by
PolyPhen-2
PolyPhen-2 predicts the possible effect of amino acid
substitution on function and structure of a protein
based on several criteria like phylogenetic, structural
information and sequence of protein. The PolyPhen-2
score ranges from 0.0 (tolerated) to 1.0 (deleterious) so
values nearer 1.0 are more confidently predicted to be
deleterious18. Out of the 27 nsSNPs (obtained from
SIFT), 7 (26%) deleterious nsSNPs were speculated as
probably damaging (more confident prediction), 9
(33.3%) as possibly damaging (less confident
prediction) and the remaining 40.7% as benign by
PolyPhen-2. Therefore, this classification of SNPs
based on PolyPhen-2 scores allow us to assess the
potential quantitative effect of SNPs on wild type
protein.
By comparing different in silico tools, SIFT and
PolyPhen-2 were reported to have better performance
in identifying deleterious nsSNPs29. The accuracy of
SIFT and PolyPhen-2 was further validated, which
makes these tools more applicable for the prediction30.
Functional Significance of Substitution by SNAP2
SNAP2 anticipates whether the impact of amino acid
substitutions is neutral or not. The output of this server
predicts a score (ranges from −100 strong neutral
prediction to +100 strong effect prediction) that
reflects the likelihood of specific mutation to alter the
native protein function with expected accuracy19.
The findings from SNAP2 server indicated 14 (52%)
of the variants were significant and rest of them 48%
were insignificant (Table 1). So, these 14 variants can
alter the function of the native protein.
From the outcomes of these 3 servers SIFT, PolyPhen2 and SNAP2, it was concluded that 7 deleterious
nsSNPs with rsIDs of rs145770156, rs200835381,
rs367645713,
rs368885255,
rs372020796,
rs372022855 and rs376769895 were significant (Table
1) and thereby the result was refined. For further
validation and authentication of this result additive in
silico tools were used in the present study.
Functional Characterization by SNPs&GO, PhDSNP, PANTHER
All the 3 algorithms envisage whether the amino acid
substitution is disease associated or not. SNPs&GO
can predict whether a variation is disease associated or
not by exploiting the corresponding protein functional
annotation. The probability scores higher than 0.5
indicates the disease related effect of mutation on the
parent protein function20.
The findings from
SNPs&GO indicated that among the 7 deleterious
nsSNPs, 6 nsSNPs are disease associated whereas the
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prediction from PhD-SNP and PANTHER specified 3
of the nsSNPS as disease related (Table 2).
In this study, the results of the SIFT, PolyPhen-2,
SNAP2, SNPs&GO, PhD-SNP and PANTHER
algorithms were combined to prioritize the damaging
nsSNPs and increase the accuracy of the analysis.

By combining the speculation of these bioinformatical
algorithm,
3
(rs200835381,
rs372020796,
rs376769895) out of 7 deleterious nsSNPs were found
to be more damaging and disease instigating.

Table 1. Prediction of the effect of SNPs by using SIFT, SNAP-2 and PolyPhen-2 server.
SNP

AMINO ACID
CHANGE

SIFT
PREDICTION

PolyPhen-2

SNAP-2
PREDICTION

rs145770156

P98L

Tolerated

Effect

rs200835381

R620C

Deleterious

rs367645713

P267L

Deleterious

rs368885255

P184L

Deleterious

rs372020796

P697L

Tolerated

rs372022855

M47T

Tolerated

Probably
Damaging
Probably
Damaging
Probably
Damaging
Probably
Damaging
Probably
Damaging
Benign

rs376769895

T243M

Tolerated

Probably
Damaging

Effect
Effect
Neutral
Effect
Neutral
Effect

Table 2. Prediction of the effect of SNPs by using SNPs&GO, PhD-SNP and PANTHER server.
SNP
rs145770156
rs200835381
rs367645713
rs368885255
rs372020796
rs372022855
rs376769895

AMINO ACID
CHANGE
P98L
R620C
P267L
P184L
P697L
M47T
T243M

SNPs&GO

PhD-SNP

PANTHER

Disease
Disease
Disease
Disease
Disease
Neutral
Disease

Neutral
Disease
Neutral
Neutral
Disease
Neutral
Disease

Neutral
Disease
Neutral
Neutral
Disease
Unknown
Disease

Prediction of conserved amino acid residues by
Consurf
In ConSurf, the evolutionary rate is estimated based on
the evolutionary connection between the protein and
its homologues and considering the similarity between
amino acids as reﬂected in the substitutions matrix23.
In this study, bcl11b protein was found in conserved
region. The sequence alignment showed that R620C
mutant was present in highly conserved region
whereas P697Land T243M were present in conserved
and average region respectively (Figure 1).
Prediction of protein stability change and solvent
accessibility by I-Mutant2.0 and NetSurf P
To envisage the change of protein stability due to
mutation, the selected 3 deleterious nsSNPs were
tested by I-Mutant2.0 server. The output is either a
free energy change value (ΔΔG) of protein after and
before mutation or the sign of DDG. Positive DDG
value (DDG>0) leads to increased stability whereas

negative DDG value (DDG<0) indicates decreased
stability22. The variants R620C and T243M showed
negative DDG values and were considered to be less
stable whereas P697L showed a positive DDG value
and was referred to have more stability (Table 3).
From primary sequence information NetSurfP predicts
protein surface accessibility and secondary structure.
The variants R620C, P697L and T243M were
evaluated for solvent accessibility and stability by
using the server NetSurfP. All these 3 deleterious
mutants were found to be exposed (Table 3).
Solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity play
important roles in the structure and functions of
proteins33. In proteins, polar side chains tend to be
exposed to the solvent whereas hydrophobic residues
tend to be buried in the interior of the protein away
from the solvent 34,35. The stability of proteins
increases when the area of water-accessible
hydrophobic surface reduces36. All these 3 deleterious
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nsSNPs and their respective wild variants are exposed
to the surface area. R620C entails a substitution of
arginine (basic charged amino acid) to cysteine (polar
uncharged amino acids). The loss of charge in the
mutant variant may have impact on the protein
function. In P697L, proline is substituted by leucine
where both amino acids are non-polar in nature.
However, T243M entails the substitution of threonine
(polar amino acid) by methionine (non-polar amino
acid). The exposure of the non-polar residue in place
of the polar one on the surface area may decrease

A Computational Study of the Functional and Structural
protein stability. Furthermore, this residue involves in
helix formation. Because of the polar hydroxyl (-OH)
group, threonine engages in H-bond formation. Hbond is crucial for stabilizing the secondary structure
of protein. The substitution of threonine by methionine
thus may disrupt the secondary structure in the
mutated protein.
Owing to the inaccessibility of the PDB ID (Protein
Data Bank ID) and 3D structure of bcl11b protein, the
actual impact of these amino acid substitutions on
protein activity and stability is still unfathomable.

Figure 1. Unique and conserved amino acids in BCL11B protein were predicted by ConSurf. Amino acids were
ordered based on a conservation scale of 1–9 and highlighted as follows: blue residues (1–4) are variable, white
residues (5) are average, and purple residues (6–9) are conserved. (e) Exposed residues are colored via an orange
letter. (b) Buried residues are marked via a green letter. (f) Putative functional highly conserved and exposed
residues are revealed with a red letter. (s) Predicted structural residues which are highly conserved and buried are
indicated via blue letter.
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CONCLUSION
Although the specific functions of BCL11B gene are
not established exactly, from some recent studies it has
been reported that it plays an important role in the
differentiation as well as survival of T cells. Almost all
the SNPs of this gene especially those with disease
causing potency is uncharacterized yet. So, this study
is of great value as it is the first attempt to signify the
functional and structural impact of deleterious nsSNPs
on BCL11B gene using different computational
algorithms. It differentiates disease causing mutations
from neutral ones as listed in SNP database. 3
deleterious nsSNPs (P697L, R620C, and T243M) in
the coding region of BCL11B gene were identified in
the present study where the P697L and R620C were
found to be more potential due to their propensity to
cause diseases. Furthermore, the predicted disease
associated nsSNPs can be studied to establish their
role in different disease development as well as potent
drug discovery.
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